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From the Girls at Vintaj.
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magic wand
we celebrate the
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world, and
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behold,
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As we enjoy this Holiday Season, we are
knee deep in preparations for our first ever
CHA Show in Anaheim California where
we will introduce a beautifully presented
line of NEW products along with many
new and exciting ways to use Vintaj!

Be sure to visit our

idea gallery
for more inspiration.

Project Idea
features F260,
F330 & DP270

Happy Designing!
Project Idea

WINTER 2009

features DP160
ER40 & CH10

ANAHEIM CONVENTION CENTER
January 25th - 28th
Booth #2713

What’s New With Vintaj.
NEW Quantity for our Affirmation Rings!
Now, get eight more for the same price!

New

P120
LOVE
18pcs ($20.00)

P121
DREAM
18pcs ($20.00)

P122
HOPE
18pcs ($20.00)

P123
BELIEVE
18pcs ($20.00)

P170
Rustic Daisy Window
8pcs ($24.00)

					
				
		

FILIGREE FLURRY: Place your order
today! The first ten orders over $500placed in December will receive over
seventy five pieces of Vintaj filigree
including over twenty different styles!
With such a large assortment of filigree
this giveaway will have you wrapping
straight through the holidays!

DESIGN CHALLENGE: Enter our Evergreen design challenge and be featured on
our blog. The winner will be determined by viewer votes and will receive their choice
of Vintaj sampler packs.
JEWELRY KIT GIVEAWAY: Leave a comment on the Blog any time during the
month of December and be automatically entered to win an Olive Branch
Necklace Kit. Five lucky names will be drawn to receive this prize!
CRYSTAL CHIC: Now available to order on our online catalog. Crystal Chic
Custom Jewelry with Dazzling Details. Artist Debbi Simon has dressed up Vintaj
filigree like you have never seen before. Her inspiring collection of projects
incorporating Vintaj filigree & findings is sure to impress!
FEATURED BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS:
Crystal Chic, Simply Beads, Bead Trends, Step by Step Wire Jewelry,
Bead Style and Bead Unique.
Visit our Vintaj blog for more details, inspiring books and magazines featuring
Vintaj Natural Brass.

We Design. We Teach. We Share Ideas.
FREE Step-by Step Project Ideas
We design creative settings with
Vintaj Natural Brass.
Seasonal wreaths and Evergreen
boughs made these filigree star
earrings come to life. Green
Swarovski crystal dangles add
sparkle and make these earrings
the perfect holiday accessory!
Visit our idea gallery containing
hundreds of FREE Project Ideas.

Evergreen Stars
features DP160
ER40 & CH10

The possibilities are endless!

Altered Art.
Vintaj & Altered Art!
Use your filigree, charms,
chain and findings in a
different way!
Collage, stamp and
adorn your favorite art
projects.
Our Idea Gallery is
packed full of creative
ideas on how to use
Vintaj natural brass in
wonderful new ways!
Like this beautiful box
featuring our NEW
Rustic Daisy Window.

Our Gift to You.
Receive a FREE* order of Filigree Stars (12 pieces total)
with your next Vintaj purchase!
Simply enter promo code—DP160—in the promo
code field during checkout and we will ship this item
to you FREE.
* Order today! Limited time offer while supplies last.
One per customer. Expires 12/31/2008. Substitutions
will be made with other product when necessary.
Cluster this beautifully
detailed star filigree with
beads and drops. As used
in project idea, Evergreen.
DP160
Filigree Star

